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Introduction. H. Liebmann (1900) [U l, proved the following. 

Theorem 0.1. The only ovaloids ωith constant mωn cur叩ture H in 

an Euclidean s1う'ace E3 αre sρheres. 

Extension of this theorem to a convex hypersurface in an n-dimensional 

Euclidean space En has been given by W. S�s (1929) [2] , (cf. also [31, p. 
118, and [4]). Then H. Hopf (1951) [5] , and A. D. Alexandrov (1958) [6], 
have shown the results that the convexity is not necessary for the validity of 

Liebmann-S�s theorem. 

Recently the analogous problem for closed hypersurfaces in an n-dimenｭ

sional Einstein space Rηadmitting a conformal Killing vector 五eld ~ has been 

discussed by the present author [8] , [9], A. D. Alexandrov [7] , K. Nomizu 
[14] , [15]. Afterward T. Nagai, H. K�yo and the present author [10] , [11] , 
[13] have given a certain extension of this problem to an m-dimensional closed 

submanifold V洞 (1 豆m豆n-1) in Rn. However we have given there a reｭ

striction such that at each point on Vヘ the vector ~ lies in the vector space 

spanned by the tangent space of V川 and the Euler-Schouten vector n. 
E 

In the previous paper [12] , the present author has proved the following 
two theorems except this restriction for a closed orientable submanifold V制

in an orientable Riemannian manifold Rn with constant Riemann curvature. 

Theorem 0.2. 可 in Rn , there exists such a group G of conformal 

t1ìωzsformations generated bッミ αs P is positive (or negati'吋 at 印ch point 

of V哨 ωzd if Hl is constant, then evely point of V叫 is umbilic with respect 

to the normal vector n , where P denotes nどラ n is the unit vector normal 

v加問 the vector s伊εe spa汎ned bッ the tangent sμce of V禍 and ミ and H" 

mωns the u-th mean curvature of V'" with reゆect to n. 
, 

Thorem 0.3. 可 i汎 Rn ， there exists such a grop G of conformal transｭ

formαtions generated bッミ as P is positive (or negati加の at 侃ch point of Vヘ

1) Numbers in brackets refer to the references at the end of the paper. 
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and if the princ伊'al curvatures with respect to n , k1 ， ・・・ ， k11る at each point of 

vm, are positive and Hv is constant for any υ(1<υ豆m-1), then eveηy 

point of V明 is umbilic ωith res戸ct to the nor・mal vector・ n.

The purpose of this paper is to induce a characteristic property such 

that V怖 is isometric to a sphere from these theorems. 

~ 1. Some characterizations of a submanifold to be isometric to 

a sphere. We suppose an n-dimensional Einstein space Rn (n 孟 3) of class 

Cr (r・~3) which has local coordinates Xi and admits a proper conformal Killing 

vector 五eld fi , that is, ~包 satis五es an equation: 

(1. 1) ct gij 三乙;j+~j;i = 2Øσij ([16] , p. 32) 

where gij is the metric tensor of Rn , ct gij means the Lie derivative of gij 

with respect to ~ and the symbol “; " the operation of D-symbol due to van 

der Waerden-Bortlotti ([18] , p. 254). Then the Lie derivative of the Riemann 

curvature tensor Rむk of Rn with respect to the conformal Killing vector 五eld

~ is given by 

(1. 2) ctR~jk = ò~仇;k-Ò~仇;j+ gikØ'~j-gijØ~k ([16], p. 160) 

w here ﾘi means ム i and ò~ is the Kro田cker delta. 

Since R" is an Einstein s pace, we have 

(1. 3) Rzj=11gり
n 

(R= Constant) 

where Rij and R are the Ricci tensor and the curvature scalar of R" reｭ

spectively. 

Making use of (1. 2) and (1. 3), after some calculations we obtain the 

following result 

(1. 4) 。 j R , 
一一-

n(n二百一作

From (1. 4) we can see that the Einstein space Rn admitting the conformal 

Killing vector field ~ with the non-constant scalar field � must always admit 
the vector field ザ(グ=がゆj) ， which is the special conformal Killing vector 

field. 

In R", we consider a domain M. If the domain M is simply covered 

by the orbits of transformations generated by グ， and �i is everywhere of 

class C'. and 学 o in M; then we call 1'v1 a regular domain with respect to 

the vector field �i. 
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Let us denote by V禍 an m-dimensional closed orientable submanifold of 

class C3 imbedded in a regular domain ]1.1 with respect to the vector fÌeld グ，

locally given by 

(1. 5) Z包 = :ri(u") i=l , "', n ， α=1，・ "， 111

where ゲ are local coordinates of V出 Throghout the present paper Latin 

indices run from 1 to n and Greek indices from 1 to m. 明Te assume that 

at any point on V"ιthe vector 1i is not on its tangent space. 

We shall indicate by nl (ρ =m+1， ・・・ ， n) the contravariont unit vector 
Jl 

normal V川 and suppose that they are mutually orthogonal. Let n be in the 
φ 

�:ri 

vector space spanned by m十 1 independent vector-~~ (日 =1 ， "', m) and ダ
。u"

and be the unit vector normal Vへ Then we may consider Jl as one of the 
φ 

unit normal vectors of V"' , that is，が = n i • 
'n 十 1 砂

If we denote by k l γ " ， k制 the principal curvatures of V同 with respect 
φφ 

to ni and by Hνthe ぃth mean curvature, the u-th elementary symmetric 
� � 

function of kb ・ 1 丸 divided by the number of terms, i. e. , 
Oφ 

(で)子ぺiλうαz ト (1 三 u 壬m) ，

then as a special case of Theorem 0.2. and of Theorem 0.3. , we have the 

following two theorems. 

Theorem 1. 1. Let t;i be a Plゆer COll戸rmal Killing vector ルld in Rn 

with constant Riemann curvatu陀 (i， C. ， 乙;j+ 乙;戸 21>Yij)' Then everッ point

of a closed orientable submanifold V川 such that HI = constant and 1>lni> 0 

(or<O) fo1' all poinお of V同 is umbilic with respect to n. 

Rerna1'k. We remark here that 1>iが >0 (or<O) for all points of V禍 lS

equivalent that the vector 1>1 is not on the tangent space of Vm at any point 

fo V'へ

Theorem 1. 2. Lct t;i be a Plψ0・ conformal Killing vecto1' field in Rn 

with constant Riemann cu何αtu1'e (i. e. , t;ω + t;j;i=2内り). Then every ρoint of 

a closed o1'ientable submanifold V"' such that Hν =constant， ん1>0， ・・・，丸 >0

and ふが>0 (01'<0) for all ρoints of V'" is umbilic with respect to n. 

From the above theorems and the following theorem due to M. Obata 

[19] , we obtain Theorem 1. 3 and Theorem 1. 4. 
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Theorem (Obata). Let Rn (n ~ 2) be a corrzρ伽 Riem仰n manifold τρhich 

admits a non-null function 9 such that 9;川=-C2タgij (C=constant). Then 

Rn is isometric 初 G 乎here of radius 1/仁

Theorem 1. 3. If ~i is a jうroper conformal Killing vecωr field in Rn 

四ith cons伽t Riemann curvature (i. e.ι;j+~μ= 2<þgij) , then a closed oriｭ

entable submωzifold Vm such that Hl = constant and <゙ini > 0 (or< 0) for all 

poinぉザ'V明 is isometric to a ゅんere.

Proof. Let Cij be L: ninj ( n =n) and i (え= 1,.. ., m) mutually orthogonal 
p~明 +1 P P 'f.九十 1 � ). 

unit t叫ent veωrs of V明. Then putting 夙=竺二 we have 
(ju~ 

n';α=Cう;K71jBi=-Z(1.j， rnjBi)f.
P 1) À=l え P 1 

Therefore we may write as follows 

nヘ α =T/B\
p p 

Since we have 

gijBLnj = -gijB~nj;a , 
p p 

we obtain 

(1. 6) が・ α =-b.rB;
p p 

(p= <þ, m+2, …, n) 

def , 

where b: means grßbαß and b吋;;; B~;ßn包， and gr゚ is the contravariant metric 
p p p p 

tensor of V市.

As well-known on the theory of a submanifold in a Riemannian manifold, 
we have 

aB! 
2・ 8 = U~a + r仏B!B:-r~~B;.au゚ J山凶， ~， 

。ni

n'. 市 -τ旦ー + r~"nj B~ -r:':!ni . 
“つ α J'ι~ ~凶，

]J au- p Q 

where r~k and r~~ are the Christoffel symbols with respect to gij and g吋

respectively, and 
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 Since nini=�Q (ﾒpQ means the Kronecker delta, r';J is anti-symmetric with 
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respect to the indices P and Q. Consequently we have 

(1. 7) r'j，~=o for any P (P= 1>, m+2,…,n). 

We now consider the scalar function on V叫 given by 

ヂ=仇n" , 
。

and we assume, moreover, that タヲと constant along Vヘ then we have 

ヂα= ム，〆Bt+仇 (n\ α +r~:ni).
φφp 

On the other hand the vector 仇 is expressed as follows 

(1. 8) 仇=ヂ叫 +CrBら，

lef. 
where B/--;; σjiBjþgßr. 

From (1. 7) and (1. 8), we have 

ムr~':ni = o. 
p 

Since Rηwith constant Riemann curvature is an Einstein space, we get 

め;JnzBJ=- E ogり必t= 0 , 
φ n(n-1) 併

and also from (1. 6), we have 

私 = -b.rBir仇.

Furthermore by virtue of Theorem 1. 1, every point of V市 is umbilic 

with respect to n' , that is, 

(1. 9) 

So, it follows that 

Thus we obtain 

and 

(1. 10) 

Since Hl = constant, we get 
φ 

bαß=Hlg吋・

b!=H1�!. 
φ+ 

50. = -HIB! 1>i 

5O=-Hl1>+C (C=Constant). 
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(1. 11) れ戸 -H1 (九jB!B$十仇B~; ，9) . 

Consequently from (1. 4) and (1. 8), because of the relation B/ B!;゚ = 0 , we have 

叫 = -Hd ----;里~ØgaB+凶αß 1, 
ゅ \ n (n -1) , ~ -- '� -, ) 

and from (1. 9) and (1. 10), (1.11) becomes as follows 

r ( LT2 , R \._, R r<l (1. 12) 払;ß = {-[Ht+ -~ ~~_)\O 十 qga，s
l \ゅ n(n-1))' n(n-1) J 

If Hf+ ___B_一一= 0 , then (1.12) becomes 
ゅ n(n 一一 1)

R 
Pα;ß = 一一一一一Cg吋n(n-1) ~-， 

mR 
from which J¥O = 十一一一-;-C (J is the Laplacian operator on V叫)， which is 

削n-1)
R 

impossible unless ¥0 = constant. Therefore Hf + 一一一一一手 0 ， then we have 
φ n(n-1) 

/ R ro 

向=-(子f+ぷ市-J1三)

putting 

己
R一
日

R
一
ト
一
一
例

一
山
一
一
+

一
R
6

0
4
 

σ
 

we obtain 

;゚ = -[ H; + ----;-ι} 
いふ n(n-1) ) 

and 

dσ= 一 m1H，2ト__Ii___\ σ.
\〆 n(n-1)J'

2 , R consequently it follows that Hi 十一一一一一一一 >0 [17]. Thus V叫 is isometric 
n(n-1) 

to a sphere according to Obata's theorem. 
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Theorem 1.4. 1f ~i is a proper conformal Killing vector field in Rn 

with constant Riemann cu内ature (i. e. ， 乙;j+ む包 = 2Øgij), then a closed oriｭ

entable submanifold Vm such that Hν = const. for any υ(1<υ 壬 m-1) ，

k1 >0， …，丸 >0 and 仰i>O (or <0) for all ρoints of V'" is isometric to a 

φhere. 

Proof. From Theorem 1. 2, eveηT point of V叫 is umbilic with respect 

to nに that is, 

Accordingly we have 

Thus we get 

k1 = ・ー =Áミ叫

凡=(ん1)ν = (Hj)" = const. 

H1 = const. 
φ 

Consquently by virtue of Theorem 1. 3, V川 is isometric to a sphere. 

~ 2. Some specializations of the preceding theorems. In this section, 
we shall discuss on some special cases of Theorem 1. 3 and Theorem 1. 4. 

Let Rn be a a Riemannian manifold with constant Riemann curvature and 

a vector 五eld ~i be a vector f�ld given by a concircular scalar 五eldη， that is 

~i satis五es an equation 

乙;j = ﾘgij 

where � is not constant, we call such the vector 五eld ~i a proper concircular 

Killing vector f�ld. Then we have 

~i;j; 止 = ﾘkgij 

and 

乙;j;k-乙;k;j = Økgij-Øjg付・

On the other hand, by means of Ricci identity it follows that 

乙;j;k-乙;k;j = -R~jk~l . 

Since Rn is of constant Rimann curvature, we obtain 

Rlij1c = IC(σljgik- glkgij) 

and so we have 

R叫k守=令jg砧ーやkgij'
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正 (~jσ.k-~kgij) = めgik-qhgij

and 

(2. 1) lC~j = や'j ・

In this case we can see easily that the unit normal vector ni with respect to 

~ is coincide with the unit normal vector ni with respect to グ， that is, 
争

(2.2) ni = τf 
tφ 

Hence we have the following relations 

丸=丸 ， Hν =Hレ

for any u (1~玉 u~玉 m). Consequently we can give 

Theorem 2. 1. 1f ~t is a pro.戸r concirculω- Killing vector field in Rn 

with constant Ri・émann curvature, then a closed orientable submωúfold p' 

such that H1 = const. and ~ini > 0 (or< 0) for all points of Vm is isometric 

to α 学here.

Theorem 2.2. 1f ~i is a pro.ρer conczr，ωlar Killing vector field in Rn 

with constant Riemann curvature, then a closed orientable submanifold V叫

such that Hν = const. for any υ (l<u 孟m-1) ， k1 >0， …，丸>0 and 乙が>0

(or<O) for all points of V洞 is isometric to a 学here.

If ~i is a proper conformal Killing vector 五eld which satis五es 乙;j 十 ~j;'i

=2Øgυin Rn with constant Riemann curvature and if we put a restriction 

such that at each point on V明 the vector グ lies in the vector space spanned 

by the tangent space of V怖 and the Eular-Schouten unit vector ni of Vぺ
z 

then we 五nd that the unit normal vector ni with respect to ザ is coincide 

with the Euler-Schouten unit vector nヘ that is, 

(2.3) 

Consequently we have 

E 

n乞= n i , 
φE 

丸=丸 ， Hν =Hν 
� E � E 

for any u (1 豆 u 亘m) ， where H1 means the first mean curvature Hl of Vm. 
E 

Therefore we have 

Theorem 2. 3. Let ~i be a pro.ρer coがりrmal Killing vector field such 

that ~i;j+ も;'; = 2ﾘgij in Rπ with constant Riemann curvature and V明 a closed 
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orientable submanifold such that 

( i )町一 cons臼叫

(ii) ﾘini has 兵xed sign on V'ヘ
E 

(iii) グ lies in the vec向r やace spanned by the 臼ngent 学ace of V明

and nも at each point of V明.
E 

Then V明 is isometric to a 学here.

Theorem 2. 4. Let ~i be a proper conformal Killing vector field such 

that 乙;J 十乙;包 =2Øgij in Rn with constant Riemann curvature and V哨 α closed
orient，αble submanifold such that 

( i) H，ν=ω出向nt for any υ(l<u豆m-1) ，
R 

( ii) ム>0，…，丸 >0 and 践が>0 (or<O) for all poinお of V"' , 
E E E 

(iii)ψ lies in the vector space 学anned by the tangent 学ace of V禍 and
げ at ωch point of V"'. 
E 

Then V明 is isometric to a sphere. 

From these four theorems, we have the following corollaries. 

Corollary 2. 1. Let ~i be a 1うroper concircular Killing vector field in 

Rn with constant Riemann curvature and V明 a closed orientable submanifold 

such that 

(i) Hj = constant, 

( ii ) 乙ゲ has 兵xed sign on Vぺ
E 

(iii) e lies in the vector 学αα やanned by the tangent space of V抽 and

ni at each point of V明.
R 

Then V叫 is isometric to a 学here.

Corollary 2. 2. Let ~i be a jうrOjうer concircular Killing vector field in 

Rn with constant Riemann curvature and V明 a closed ot官ntable submanifold 

such that 

( i )瓦 = constant for any υ(1<υ豆m-1) ，
E 

( ii )ム>0，… ， k>O and 乙n'>O (or<O) for all poinis of V"' , 
E E E 

(iii) ~i lies in the vector 学ace 乎anned by the ta噌ent やace of V市 and
が at each point of V"'. 
E 

τhen Vm is isometric to a sphe:陀.

~ 3. Characteristic properties of a h ypersurface to be isometric to 
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a sphere In this section, we consider a special case such that m = n -1, that 
is, V隅 is a hypersurface V匁ー 1

If ni , k. (u = 1, ・・.， n-1) and H. are the normal unit vector, the principal 
curvatures and the u-th mean curvature of Vn-1 respectively, then we can 
easily find the following relations 

n;' = n;' = n' = n' , 
S ゆ E

丸=丸=丸=丸，
< � E 

瓦=瓦=瓦 =H.
fφE 

for any u (1~u~m-1). Therefore we have 

Theorem 3. 1. Let t;i be a proper coザormal Killing vector field such 

that Çi;j+も;~=2Øg，j in Rn with cons抑zt Riemann curvature and Vn-1 a 

closed orientable hypersuφce such that 

( i ) 

(ii) 

H1 = constant, 
ﾘ.ni has βxed sign on vn-1. 

Then Vπ1 is isometric to a ゅhere.

Theorem 3. 2. Let 輅 be a proper conformal Killing vector field such 

that Çi;j+ t;j刊 =2ゆgtj in Rn with constant Riemann curvature and Vn-1 a 

closed orien臼ble hypersu(βzce such that 

瓦 =constant for any u (l<u豆n-2) ，( i ) 

(ii) ム>0，…， ι-1>0 and ø,ni>O (or <0) for all poinお of V ,,-l 

Then Vπ1 is isometric to a ゆhere.

Moreover from Theorem 3. 1 and Theorem 3.2 in the previous paper [8] 

given by the present author, making use of the Gauss equation for a hyperｭ

surface in Rn with constant Riemann curvature, we also have without any 

di伍culty the following theorems. 

Theorem 3. 3. Let ~t be a proper conformal Killing vector field in Rn 

with constant Riemann curvature and Vn-1 a closed orientable hypersU1プace
such that 1-]1 = constant and 乙ni has βxed sign on Vn-1. Then Vη1 is isoｭ

metrz・'c to a shpere. 

Theorem 3. 4. Let 輅 be a prlφer coザormal Killing vector field in 
Rn with constant Riemann curvature and Vn-1 a closed orientable hyperｭ

suφce such that 

( i ) 

(ii) 

H~= ωnstant for any u (1 < u 豆n-2)

ん1>0，…， ι-1>0 and ç〆>0 (or <0) for all points of Vn-1. 
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Then Vn ~l is isometric to a sρhere. 

In an Einstein space Rヘ the present author gave already the following 

theorem ([9], p. 170). 

Theorem (Katsurada). Let Rn be an Einstein ~μce which admits a 

pnφer conformal Killing vector .field such that 乙;j+ ';j;戸 2<þgij and Vn-l a 

closed orientable hypersurface in Rn such that H1 = constant and .;〆 >0
(or <0) for all poinお of Vη1 Then every ρoint of Vn-l is umbilic. 

From the above theorem, we then obtain the following two theorems. 

Theorem 3. 5. Let.;i be a pro.ρer conformal Killing vector field such 

that 乙;j+.; j;i = 2<゙gij in an Einstein 学ace Rn and Vn-l a closed orientable 

hypersurface such that H1 = constant and わli >O (or <0) for all points o[ 
Vn-l. Then Vn-l is isometric to r 学here.

Theorem 3. 6. Let.;i be a jうro戸r conformal Killing vector field in 

仰 Einstein sμce Rn 仰d Vn 1 a closed orientable hYlうersurface such that 

H , = constant ωld .;〆 >0 (or <0) for all points of Vn-l. Then Vn-l is 

isometric to a 学he陀.

These theorems are proved almost similarly to the proof of Theorem 1. 3. 
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